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In Our View, Our Voice  

Who do we have for us when people we elect to power, the politicians who we give our trust to ad-
vocate on our behalf, are with the private business corporations who exploit us? 

We believe that government officials are part of the problem our communities face with mining 
corporations. We are concerned. From our own experience as activists we see this collusion between 
government/political officials and private mining corporations.

• In Dominionville, in Klerksdorp: Shriva platinum mine, owned both by the President’s nephew, 
Duduzani Zuma and the Guptas, continue to expand their operations without an environmental li-
cense and threaten to relocate a local community.
• In Rustenburg Tharisa Minerals were awarded prospecting right in partnership with a BEE 
company which included some very senior political and government officials. The Maditlhokwa com-
munity relocated to make way for mining today suffers in a badly located and poorly serviced settle-
ment which is really a road side camp.
• In the Limpopo relocation in Mokopane, a very senior government and party official, having 
inside information, bought the farms that were sold to the Mining Coporation. These farms were  
used for relocations. The only concern of the government officials here was to benefit from selling 
the land.
• In Magobadeng in Sekhuneland the community tells how government officials together with 
traditional leaders teamed up with the mining company to pressure people to give up their village to 
relocate to land with worse conditions. All these leaders were known to benefit from this relocation.

These are a few cases. There are many more. This collusion undermines our administration.  
We need leaders who are anti-capitalist because being a capitalist government official implies you 
are available as an agent to be used to exploit our people. 

We are of the view that a leader must be for the people and not for personal profit.

www.communitymonitors.net



The tailings dam is recognised by the name of Vlakfontein 
130-ir and is situated inTsakane an old Anglo Gold plati-
num mine. The tailings dam is near the communities of 
Langaville Ext 5 and 6, Tsakane, Barcelona, KwaThema 
Ext 3 and Marikana informal settlements. Even though the 
place is in the veld, people still walk the distance to go and 
dig soil there. The tailings dams are not secured and easily 
accessible to people.

We divided into 4 groups. The first group went to interview 
people who dig the 
soil, the second group 
interviewed people 
who sold the soil, the 
third group interviewed 
people who consumed 
the soil and the last 
group interviewed 
community health care 
workers. 

We found cases where 
people are sick be-
cause of the soil and 
that it had terminal 
side effects that show 
up in the long run. The sad part of this is that a lot of peo-
ple do not believe that their “chocolate” was addictive and 
had dangerous chemicals in it.They believe it only when 
something very bad happens to them or to their loved 
ones.

People who consume the soil

First we spoke with consumers of the soil. Our moni-
tor, Qedusizi, interviewed a diabetic person. She found a 
33 year old women lying on her death bed. The women 
had two children and lived in her parents’ house with her 
siblings and their children. She learnt that the woman had 
been eating the soil for 2 years and she was recently diag-
nosed with diabetes because the soil formed starch in her 
pancreas. The woman bought the soil for R2. She eat the 
soil every day and bought 2 packets 3 times a week. 
The woman did not want her name to be mentioned. She 
told Qedusizi “I was constipated and decided to go to the 
clinic and I was given stomach pills and something for 
constipation but they didn’t work. I tried the soil. The soil 
tasted like Milky Bar chocolate but a bit rich and it would 

take away any craving I had for anything I couldn’t af-
ford. It satisfied my desires” she added. However because 
the pains did not stop after taking the medication, she 
returned to the Kwa-Thema clinic and that’s when she was 
referred to Pholosong Hospital for x-ray. 

“The x-ray results showed that I had something in my 
pancreas and the doctors asked me if I eat any kind of soil 
because such problems are related to eating any type of 
soil. I confessed that I eat white soil from tailings dam” 

she added. She mentioned that 
the doctor said that the soil had 
formed starch in her pancreas and 
her sugar levels were not corre-
sponding as normal to her body. 
She was then given insulin and 
diabetic medication to help with 
the sugar levels. “If only I knew 
about the dangers of the soil I 
would not have eaten it in the 
first place because now I am suf-
fering with a chronic disease that 
might cause me cancer.” 

The most amazing part is that 
some women who consume the 

soil have not reported sickness as yet. “When I eat the soil 
every day I do not get periods so I buy the soil when I do 
not have money for pads” said a high school learner. One 
woman said that she ate the soil for leisure as it already 
was her habit and she just could not stop buying the soil 
because it had done no damage to her. 

People who dig the soil

The  second team went to the Vlakfontein 130-ir Tsakane 
tailings dam where they found a man digging for the soil. 
He poured the big pieces into his wheel barrow; he looked 
like he was in his late 40’s. The man did not want to tell 
them how much they sold the soil for or who they sold it 
to. The man mentioned that he was not working alone; he 
was working with five other men and was recruited by his 
friend. 

“We sometimes fight over the soil because other people 
come from nowhere and dig at our spots” said the man. 

We learnt that the selling of this dangerous soil is a result 

When a 9 year old child passed away because of blood cancer and there was talk that this may have resulted  from 
the practice of eating soil from a tailings dam, we, EEO Monitors,  saw a need to research this and find out what 

was really happening. We learnt that there was a practice, mostly among women, to eat soil from the tailings 
dams as a substitute for medicine. 
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Toxic mine dump “chocolate” cakes used in place of  ex-
pensive medicine



of unemployment; “I sell the soil for a living, I also want 
to buy bread for my children” said the soil seller, “if I were 
to get a job I would quit selling the soil” he added. The 
man has a clientele that he sells to. He said that he makes 
R1200 a month, depending how many orders he received 
from his clients. 
He was not aware of the dangerous chemicals contained 
in the soil. When looking at his skin you could spot a rash 
on his hands with white residue, something that looked 
like eczema. He mentioned that he is taking medication 
for it but he is not sure if it is a result of digging the soil 
or something else.     

The People who Sold the Soil

The third team went to Kwa Thema CBD and Springs 
CBD, the busiest taxi ranks in town. The team found two 
women who were not afraid to speak to them. 

Noma (the soil seller) mentioned that she also ate the soil 
and she bought  it from a merchandiser whose name she 
did not want to mention. According to the vendors, the 
supplier sold the soil at R80.00 a box that can be estimat-
ed to be a size of a box that comes with bananas.

“I sell one packet for R2.00” said Noma, “The soil is the 
best selling of all the goods on my stock and it is bought 
by women from the ages of 13 to 60 years old“ she 
added. She knew about the dangers of eating the soil as 
she herself is infertile because of it, but she still sold it 
because she was unemployed and wanted to provide for 
her children and her family back in Maputo.

Australia, the second vendor who was  a bit older than 
Noma said that she was aware that the soil might cause 
constipation but not aware of the severe dangers of eat-
ing the soil. 

Both Australia and Noma found people selling the soil 
and they also decided to join the others as they saw how 
many people bought it. 

“There are two types of this soil, one is brown and the 

other is cream white” said Australia, “they taste different 
and we sometimes use the sun as the toaster of the soil to 
give it the crunchy taste in your mouth” she further ex-
plained. She also mentioned that more adults  then youth 
bought the soil. 

The women saw no need to quit selling the soil because of 
the profit and also mentioned that some women tell them 
that it is good for temporarily healing ulcers so why would 
they quit if some people are getting helped.    

What the clinic sister said.

 The last team went to the Nokuthela Ngwenya Community 
Health Care Center in Kwa Thema. Sabatini spoke to Sister 
Nhleko. Sister Nhleko was very keen to talk about the prob-
lem even though she was busy. According to Sister Nhleko 
the largest group to eat the soil where pregnant women. 
The visible symtom was low haemoglobin (combination of 
plasma and red blood cell volumes) in their blood. She also 
explained that the common sickness of low HB is low blood 
pressure. She said women who were seriously affected 
where referred to Pholosong Hospital. 

The team went to Pholosong the following day. Nurses 
confirmed that the hospital did admit people who were eat-
ing the soil. Since low blood pressure is the most common 
sickness, the Sisters explained that the disease is related 
to anaemia and it lead to excessive loss of blood during la-
bour. Some patients do not make it through. ” The hospital 
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tries by all means to resuscitate by transfusing the patients. 
The ratio of mortality is 1 person dies in 7 people” said 
Sister Smangele (ward 9 Sister in charge).

Sister Marubane from the Ante Natal Clinic at Pholosong 
Hospital explained that pregnant women took oral treat-
ment on a monthly basis and the pills given to balance 
Haemoglobin are ferrous sulphate. If the patient’s HB is 
not responding, a Comsofer shot is given 2 times a week 
to balance the low blood pressure. If the patient is not 
responding in the 3rd trimester she is  to be transfused and 
the worst case scenario is when her blood type is not avail-
able at the moment, the patient could die.   

“Because the soil has chemicals that can pass through the 
placenta, the development of the child gets disturbed as 
the mother is ingesting something she should not” ex-
plained Sister Mdhladhla (Advance Midwife). 

There was a  recent case of a deformed baby. A boy was 
born with his legs combined, he was like a mermaid, and 
the baby was referred to Charlotte Magxeke Hospital. She 
also explained that some children are born with half hands 
and leg, some with no cartilage and some are born with 
their brains exposed from the skull. Deformed children are 

also transferred to Charlotte Magxeke (Johanesburg Gen-
eral) and Chris Hani (Baragwanath) 
Hospitals.      

Sister Marubane said that there is no awareness campaign 
about the dangers of eating the soil. She did not know 
about the chemicals that were contained in the soil, she 
also didn’t know that the soil was from the tailings dam. 
She said that the only thing they do to raise awareness 
about this is by telling pregnant women to stop eating the 

soil as it is a result of PICA (cravings during pregnancy and 
in compulsive appetite). 

What the experts say

We spoke to David van Wyk , the Bench Marks senior 
reseacher in mining and he explained what he thought the 
dangers were. “Eating the soil is bad for the human body 
because the tailings dam contain hazardous chemicals like 
arsenic, cyanide, silver, copper, strontium, uranium, cad-
mium amongst others. Strontium, cadmium and uranium 
are all radio-active and they can give a person bone cancer, 
stomach cancer, lung cancer etc. Radio-active materials 
can also mess up DNA codes causing pregnant women to 
have deformed children. Arsenic is poisonous and gives 
you eczema and skin lesions. Both cyanide and arsenic can 
kill you. There is also lead which destroys your brain and 
mercury which will also eat your brain.”

Our Conclusions 

This is a serious matter and the authorities are doing noth-
ing about it. Mines did not fence the area and have no 
security at the dumps.This shows negligence and no care 
for people. 

The root cause of this crisis is the terrible unemployment 
and poverty people live in. People wll sell anyting for 
money. Because most people from the community cannot 
afford to consult the doctors for sicknesses, they tend to 
take advice that is given from around the corner because it 
is cheaper for them and they will not have to stand in long 
queues at clinics and public hospitals. 

EEO’s next move

EEO’s next move is to launch an awareness campaign to 
persuade people not to eat the soil It will also speak to lo-
cal government to stop the sale of  soil on the streets. 

Mining companies do not care about people’s health; they 
are in it for money.The companies who abanoned the 
mines must be forced to shut down the mines properly. 
The Chamber of mines should stop saying that they do not 
know the owners of abandoned mines because lives are in 
danger and they have to take responsibility of the dam-
age caused in the communities. We are concerned that the 
death of poor people  is seen as normal. 

By the EEO research Team 
Sabatini Motloung, Meshack Mbangula, Qedusizi Masina, 
Tebogo Motene, Vuyelwa Cindi, Sandile Nombeni, Gugu 
Nkabinde, Mandla Jwili, Ayanda Baloyi, MApule KAmodi, 
Steven Nkabinde, Zethu Diko, Mpho Mthembu, Thabo 
Mogafe and Molly Mbangula
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For the families working at the Makgaleng 
dumping site, “ A better life for all” is a 
distant dream. Poverty stricken families 
spend their time at the dumping site just 
to get a meal for each day. It is sad to 
find such poverty next to two of the best 
performing mines, Sibanye Gold and Har-
mony South Deep (Joel Mine).
Makgaleng is a landfill site situated right 
next to the water reservoir of Theunusen. 
It is meters away from the Masilo commu-
nity, divided by a national road. Makge-
leng, ’a place of aloe leaves’ in Sesotho, 
serves as a landfill site both to the commu-
nity and businesses of Theunusen. It also 
serves as a place for refuge to more than 
18 families of waste pickers occupying the 
site. 

A place where babies are born 

This dumping site has become the  birth 
name of a 2 year old boy whose parents 
Tahleho and Nomtatso Lekau, have been 
waste picking for more than 5 years.  Mr 
Lekau decribed his son Paballo ‘Makga-

leng’ Lekau’s arrival at at the landfill site. 
“It was late in the afternoon when a 
colleague of mine fetched me from the 
other side of the site with the news that 
my pregnant wife was about to give birth. 
We rushed to call an ambulance. But the 
ambulance did not arrive. On our return 
we found that she had given birth to a boy 
by herself, without any medical assistance.”  
He continued, “We named him Makgaleng 
after his place of birth, the dumping site.”

An ID Problem 

The Lekau family picks plastic and sells 
it to the regular recycling company from 
Welkom. “The plastic we pick gives us 
about R18 a day to R400 per month.” said 
Mr Lekau. They only have waste picking 
as a source of income. The entire family 
do not have any legal documentation that 
identify them as citizens of this country. 
“My mother has refused to assist me in 
finding an identity book after I have lost 
my birth certificate whilst a teenager. My 
sister’s boyfriend burnt her suitcase that 

had my certificate in it during their fight.”, 
continued Mr Lekau.  With this lack of 
documentation, Mr and Mrs Lekau were 
not able to find employment and their 
children cannot receive a support grant 
from government, hence they are subject-
ed to waste picking. The majority of waste 
pickers at the site have a similar issue of 
documentation.

A Housing Problem 

On a daily basis, Lekau’s family walks 
approximately a kilometre from their 
Lusaka home to Makgaleng to pick waste 
during the day and return in the evening. 
“At night, my family occupies a backroom 
shack of an old woman. I cannot afford to 
pay any rent so this lady asked me to serve 
as a guard during the night while she gives 
my children a place to sleep at night.”, said 
Mr Lekau with a sad face. All this hap-
pened after the municipality threatened 
to remove all waste picking families who 
built shacks by the landfill site with a claim 
that the municipality is going to grant the  
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Neglected landfill site in Theunusen 
Mr Lekau named his new born son “Makgaleng” after a  
landfill site.      

Makgaleng Dump Site. Mr Lekau and his two boys, Makgaleng and his brother                                                                        Photo GUBICO
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site to a recycling company. The families 
had to relocate to Masilo where they 
are forced to pay rent. They come in the 
morning to pick and leave in the evening. 

Our pickings are stolen

The Muncipality started to build a fence 
around the site but they left this unfin-
ished without a fence.  This allows people 
to come and steal at night what is being 
collected by waste pickers during the day. 
“We work hard during the day and leave 
our pickings well packed in the after-
noon, only to find them missing in the 
morning. They removed us from the site 
, now we can’t look after our pickings”  
continued Sporo.

Pollution and Found Food 

They are not exposed to only these 
threats. They also suffer from health haz-
ards caused by air pollution of burning 
stuff at the site and eating food from the 
trash. “We sometimes do not have food 
so we feed ourselves from the food we 
find left in the plastics.” said Mr Lekau 
placing a piece of meat from a black plas-
tic on a fire. The look from his son’s eyes 
is filled with joy as he shared the piece 
amongst them for lunch. “My children 
have adopted this lifestyle, they don’t get 

sick. They have been feeding on this since 
their infancy”, he concluded. 

While Mr Lekau denied exposure to health 
risks, the continuing cough from almost 
everyone at the site tells a different story. 
This story that is confirmed by Sporo. 
“There is always a smog here from the 
burning stuff and it blocks our breathing 
at times. Nurses do come to check on us. 
They say that many of us have TB, but we 
cannot afford to go and stand on queues at 
clinic while we are hungry.” 

Fear of Falling into Holes 

The last threat they are exposed to is a 
fear of falling into holes in the ground. “As 
you are busy picking at times, you can feel 
the vibration of mining machines from 
underneath. It scares a hell out of children 
including us adults.” said Mr Lekau. The 
landfill site is situated between two per-
forming mines, Sibanye Gold Mines and 
Harmony Deep.

Our Action 

Our action as an organisation thus far is 
that we went to Home Affairs offices in 
Welkom to ask for a mobile office to visit 
the site so that the department assists the 
waste pickers there with finding proper 

documentation of citizenship. The depart-
ment refused a special request stating that 
concerned individuals must be at the com-
munity hall where all residents of Masilo 
receive help at the the scheduled time. 
We have been consulting waste pickers to 
prepare necessary documents for the next 
visit. We want to see all of them properly 
documented and children receiving a 
government grant. 

Secondly, we sent requests for  donations 
to social movements and individuals to 
help with basic needs such as clothes and 
food for the children. 

Lastly, we are of  view that the rights of our 
people must be respected and their lives 
deserve transformation. We wrote a letter 
to the municipality stating our concern 
that it must assist with the crisis at the site 
and when the recycling company is set 
up, current waste pickers must be secured 
employment within that company.

BY Tshepo Stephen Maredi
Zanele Bob

Tshepo Maredi interviewing waste pickers at the site                                                                                                             Photo GUBICO
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We visited the  landfill site north of 
Bronville Township. We wanted to know 
if there has been a progress at all. We have 
been monitoring this site for 3 years now 
As we approached the site  we were wel-
comed by the smog, the ash, the passing 
trucks entering the gate into the dump and 
waste pickers in the midst of this. On the 
site the smog worsens as there is  continu-
ous burning of waste, the unpleasant smell 
and diverse movement of people running 
to the trucks, waste pickers heading to 
the scales, lining up at the tap and pulling 
their waste bags to the location. Lastly we 
see the informal settlement at the site is 
built from cans, steel, and plastic.

The informal settlement has a few pit 
toilets. The people  use a tap which is at 
the entrance of the site. There is a shee-
been that sells beer and plays very loud  
music all day. This settlement is situated 
right next to the dump. “There are people 
staying in these shacks though they are 
not waste pickers. These are people from 
neighbouring countries who are illegal 
miners.  

One of the waste pickers Ntate Kop said “ 
There are the people here who steal electric 
cables and  some among them are those 
who ran away from the community for 
the crimes they committed.” He contin-
ued, “We see awful things here from the 
birth of babies and their dumping. We are 
harassed by a gang called Raf3 that takes 
our belongings after picking, they control 
sections of the site, they are attacked by 
other gangs from the community and they 
threaten to kill us for standing against 
their authority.”

Mrs Louw a resident described the prob-
lem of air pollution they are forced to live 
with. “In the evenings the smog heads 
to our houses and our walls are black 
darkened by the smog” What causes this 
smog?  Some blame it on the waste pickers. 
But Mr Kop a waste picker gave a differ-
ent explanation “We don’t burn anything, 
how can we burn things that we pick for a 
living? People who burn here are the illegal 
miners who process gold and cable here at 
the site during the night hence the smog 
is during the night. This is when we are 
not picking  and after they have returned 
from the near shafts. This is a dump site 

so fire catches any flammable product and 
it results to a huge fire at night. There are 
trucks dumping ashe from mines which 
leads to explosives and fire “said Mr Kop. 

We confronted a councillor with this 
information . “The problem  is that there is 
no maintenance from the service provider. 
We as the Matjhabeng Municipality are 
not doing proper oversight.” confirmed the 
councillor, Mr Victor Morris.

The introduction of access cards for waste 
pickers to enter or exit the gate of the site 
is not regulative as it fails to acknowledge 
the rightful owners. One card is circulated 
around. This card is only used at the en-
trance of scaling and recycling machines. 

This site is hazardous as it poses  a danger 
both to the community of Bronville and to 
the social and physical health of the waste 
pickers. 

We want to find out if the landfill site is 
legal, does it have a license to manage 
rubbish? 

We sent a letter requesting this informa-
tion to the Department of Water Affairs 

Bronville landfill site  
Three years on and no progress

and Forestry (DWAF). A second letter was 
directed to the Endangered Species Protec-
tion Unit of the SAPS that is responsible 
for finding “illegal dumpers” and taking 
them to court. 

There must be police intervention to deal 
with all forms of illegal dumping at the 
site. If this site is legal and has a license, we 
seek to know if the service provider has a 
permit. Also if there is a permit we seek to 
know if it correlates with the conditions at 
the site and its classification since there are 
explosives there. 

One of our demands is the increased vis-
ibility of the Monitoring Committee and 
we demand copies of recent inspections 
of the site. We hope all departments will 
respond to our letters in a short period of 
time.

By Sampie Beukers ,  Charlote Dlamini
    and Nomzamo Dyonase
      

Mme MaMadlamini shows the waste burnt by illegal miners                       Photo Gubico



The stinking dam of Nyakallong 
in Allanridle, is polluted by toxic 
liquid waste from the Shaft 1 gold 
mine. This is made worse by the  
flows from the municipal’s sewage 
system.The community of Al-
lanridge, especially, the River Side 
and Di’Nineng section, is forced 
to inhale fumes from this dam. 
From our continuous monitoring 
investigations since 2013, we have 
realised that the dam worsens 
every year since our first visit. The 
large scale media coverage and 
the residents’ complaints seem  
not to have shaken the mine and 
the municipality.The residents 
complain to  the municipality 
about the mine but are not fully 
aware that the municipality is in 
part to blame.

How is the municipality 
involved?

The municipality has two 
pump stations from the town 
and the township which both 
excrete seweage at the sewage 
plant.“There is no electricity to 
boost the plant so the machine stands still 
regularly and gets discharged to the near 
slim dam” said one of workers at the plant 
who did not want to reveal his name. 

Mme Seipati Mthombeni a local resid-
net gave a clearler idea of the cause of 
the problem. “We have inspected and 
found that the water cleaning process 
has stopped for a year now. Moreover, we 
came across 8 manholes that have blasted 
and have not been attended for years. We 
no longer complain about the manholes 
because the municipality does not respond 
to our requests from this side. 

Effect on the  health of the com-
munity 

A resident Samuel Mabaso confirmed this 
“Since this seweage has been running on 
my back yard, my family and I have not 
stopped coughing. At the clinic they said 
I have contacted TB in the previous years 

but I continued coughing after the treat-
ment”. 

We went to the clinic to request the statis-
tics of TB patients of the selected section 
but Bophelong clinic refused to give us  
the statistics. However, our conviction 
that this slime dam causes TB is supported 
by the nurses coming to this section to 
provide medication to TB patients. The 
number of TB patients  are higher and and 
the visits are more frequent than the other 
sides of the township.

How toxic is the dam?

“In the  period of  our research, we have 
seen the soil surrounding the dam change 
colour with an addition of black, brown 
and orange besides the normal colour” 
said Mme Seipati  Mthombeni of Kopano 
Environmental Club. In addition, the col-
our of the water is not only blue but red-
dish and greenish too.This is the combina-
tion of waste excreted both by the mine 
and the municipality’s blasted manhole.
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Madipheko Khoza. told us 
“During rainy seasons the smell 
of the dam gets back when it is hit 
by the sun. During dry and windy 
seasons the dust coming from the 
dam is whitish and salty. We are 
forced to inhale this since it gets 
trapped in our homes”. 

Bear in mind that that there are 
two different wastes that are 
discharged into the dam:  The 
one comes straight from the gold 
cleansing plant and contains  
harmful chemicals  including 
anide, sulfuric acid, and solvents 
for separating minerals from ore, 
nitric acid, ammonium nitrate 
and fuel oil (“ANFO”) used in 
blasting tunnels, heavy metals 
such as mercury and uranium, 
soline, diesel fuel and acetylene. 

The sewage waste contains am-
monia, methane and hydrogen 
sulphide. These chemicals  are 
toxic when  inhaled.

People in the community suffer 
from eye irritation, nausea and 

breathing difficulties. We learnt in our 
internet search that prolonged, low-
level exposure to these chemicals may 
cause fatigue, pneumonia, and loss of 
appetite, headaches, irritability, poor 
memory and dizziness.

Our Conclusion.

It is clear  how toxic the dam is and 
there has been no action to solve this 
problem. Instead the municipality 
worsens teh problem by pumping sew-
age.

We believe that both the municipality 
and mine should be held accountable 
for the illness they cause in the society. 

By Zanele Stuntman, Zweli Ngxilana , 
Tokelo Khoboko

Allanridge  Dam
The mine creates a problem the  municipality 
makes it worse

One of 8 blasted manholes sending sewage into the dam
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For over seven years the community of 
Phomolong has suffered with sewage 
spills. This takes place just outside the 
office of the Municipality.

At the entrance of Phomolong, a loca-
tion in the small town of Henneman, 
twenty minutes outside Welkom, one 
is welcomed by the unpleasant smell of 
sewage to the left of the entrance. The 
spilling sewage floods the turf of the 
community’s play park, which joins a 
natural wetland. The wetland too  is now 
polluted by spilling sewerage. 

The complaints by community members 
of Phomolong for 
many years have 
been ignored. 
This overflowing 
of seweage has 
now created a 
‘seweage stream’ 
.
The shocking 
thing about this 
polluted stream 
is that it is situ-
ated at about a 
few metres from 
the municipal-
ity offices. The 
sewage steam is 
under the noses 
of the munici-
pality workers especially the sanitation 
department, yet for years they have done 
nothing about it.

We have many questions.

Why is it not attended if it is so visible to 
the municipal authorities  and so close to 
where residents live? 
The blasted manhole  which continues 
to pump out its waste is situated right at 
the back of Tswelopele Day Care Centre 
a creche that is between the sewerage 
station and municipality offices and is a  
short distance from the houses of resi-
dents of Phomolong. What impact does 
the seweage spills have on the health of 
the community especially children who 
attend the  crèche
Why is  the spilling left unattended when 

it destroys our biodiversity in the wet-
lands?

Our Investigation 
Our investigation to influence change, 
began with a visit to the impacted creche 
were we interviewed educators.
We spoke with Mme Annah Lebona, an 
educator. She said ,“The sewage gets over 
flooded at times and runs into our yard. At 
times it runs near our vegetable gaden and 
the play ground for children. This sewage 
stinks a lot during windy seasons and its 
smell is unbearable. Children do get sick 
at times that they cough and have running 
stomachs that to my suspicion is some-

times caused by sewage, though it’s not 
proven thus far. We reported this matter 
innumerable times to the ward councillor 
and municipality offices but we saw no 
change not even a follow up visit. In the 
meantime the flooding spreads and the 
smell becoming worse”

We then arranged an interview with the 
ward councillor, Mr Oupa Mothekge. He 
has been unavailable on most scheduled 
times but we met him in a situation were 
he could not afford to answer most of 
our questions due to time. In his short 
response to our questions he confirmed 
that the seweage had been spilling over 
7 years . He said “The overflow of that 
seweage is caused by the contractor who 
was installing the seweage system in our 

community and left without completing 
his job. The contractor used the smaller 
pipes.Now with the extension of commu-
nity’s settlement and population the pipes 
fail to handle  the incresed pressure that 
led to the manhole’s blast.” He promised 
to attend to the issue and find means of 
resolving it. 

Amongst the unanswered questions are 
the legitimacy of the tender bidding, the 
remuneration fee and time frame to solve 
the crisis. We have been failing to meet 
him to follow up due to excuses he gave 
to us.

Our stand is that the contractor 
and the municipality should be 
held accountable for the mis-
management of public services. 
We seek to see documented 
records of that tender so that it 
can be inspected. Moreover, we 
fail to understand why the mu-
nicipality fails to take responsi-
bility.

We believe there is corruption 
here and the municipality must 
account. 

Our activism will continue on 
the problem of  leaking meters 
and running sewege in our 
streets that are not attended too.

By Kagiso Matsitsa, Tumelo Klas, Mamikie 
Mbele 

Phomolong
A “ sewage stream” runs under their  noses and nothing 
is done. Why?



The Free State Health Department is in a 
crisis. The MEC of Health, Benny Mala-
koane has been accused of mismanage-
ment, fraud and corruption by community 
organisations. Community health workers 
have taken the Department to court claim-
ing unfair dismissal. Residents spoke out 
about the problems in the health system 
in a recent  People’s Health Comission 
organised by The Treatment Action 
Committee. All this shows that the Free 
State Health Department is in crisis and 
failing its constituency.

The community of Kutlwanong, 
Oendaalsrus is a poor  community very 
reliant on public services offered by the 
government. They are forced to endure 
this crisis that compromises their health. 
The struggles faced at Kutlwanong’s health 
facilities are: crowded hospital, lack of 
patient beds, lack of sanitary gloves, 
dismissed community health workers and 
lack of medication, to name a few. 

We decided to start our investigation with 
medical stockouts in the area. 

Enoch Moware of TAC told us
“ Medication stockouts  occur when 
prescribed medication is not available for 
the patients for a certain period of time. 
Medication stockouts should not be con-
fused with medication shortage that hap-

pens when a patient receives a portion of 
prescribed medication while he/she does 
not receive the other half ”, said.

Our investigation of medication stock-
outs in our area began after we read a 

media report on the  the appearance of 
dumped medication at the municipality’s 
landfill site and we witnessed  our people’s 
testimonials at the Peoples Health Com-
mission.
Our investigation focused on all local 
clinics (Bophelong, Boithusong, Phedis-
anang and Geneva) to record our findings. 
We visited 12 people who gave testimony 
at the Health Commission. We received 
information only from patients in our 
community because the nurses refused 
to disclose information on patient health 
issues.

We talked to people about their testimony 

Fraud and corruption the cause of 
stockouts

and asked them whether drugs were in 
short supply.

Our finding on medical stockouts in Kutl-
wanong over a period of a month is that 
the following medication was not available 
to patients who needed them: 
•	 For	diabetes,	glycron	
80mg,metformin 500mg. 
•	 On	hypertension,	ridaq	25mg.
Phampress 10mg & 20mg. 
•	 Minor	ailments,	cough	mixture	
1,5 ml &20ml. 
•	 HIV	positive	infant	medication,	
mevarapine 2ml & 5ml.

Poloko Mostumi, an epileptic patient told 
us “I did not receive my medication over 
a period of 3 moths. “ Martha Khoza, a 
diabetic patient said “ I am forced to use 
my grant money to buy expensive medica-
tion at the private pharmacy.” 

The  provincial health department ordered 
local health facilitites not to reveal statis-
tics of available medication 

Our investigation will extend to other 
health crisis issues in the area including 
the hospital  about which the community. 
has complained. 

We call on the government and civil soci-
ety at large to assist with information on  
the problem and to cooperate in resolving 
it. 

We will continue with our independent 
audit that will monitor the health crisis in 
the area until the problem of  stockouts is 
addressed thoughout the province. 

We seek to see the establishment of na-
tional minimum standards and an urgent  
provincial action plan to  address the crisis 
in a short period of time.

By Thabo Mahlatsi, Tutu Mokgothu, 
Mthuthuzeli Lengisi

Welkom                                                                              GUBICO

Free State Health Workers  Protest                                                                  Photo TAC
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The main  reason for the anger of Carolina 
residents is that there are more than 12 
mining companies around Carolina and 
they are not doing anything to empower 
the local community. There is a high rate 
of unemployment and poverty in the 
area. Their concern is why the mines are 
not hiring the people in Carolina and not  
training them in skills that they require. 
The mines they say are not implement-
ing their social labour plan which should 
improve the living conditions of the com-
munities in Silobela, Carolina.
A community leader said ‘’it’s not a sin to 
bring people from other places for special 
skills but we protest for our demands as 
a community from the mines for a better 
life and jobs so that we can provide for our 
loved ones as we know that mining opera-
tions won’t last  long’’.

We  believe that mines are investing but 
this goes to a tiny minority . As com-
munities we don’t benefit from them and 
the youth have lost faith in believing in a 
better life for better future. Meetings and 
protests are being held but no feedback 
is given to the community members. The 

community’s agenda is not even followed 
during meetings. Others are being bribed 
to keep quiet by giving them jobs and ten-
ders. Those people are benefiting indirectly 
and getting the opportunities. What about 
the majority? 
By: Lorraine Kakaza

Community resistance in Carolina

Air pollution is one of the main problems 
that affects the community of MNS infor-
mal settlement in Emalahleni, Mpuma-
langa, South Africa. There are many trucks 
moving to and from the dusty gravel road 
in the community of MNS, which is right 
next to the residents houses.

Coal dust particles caused by blasting in 
the nearby open cast mine and that of 
the moving trucks on the road are a big 
problem. This dust causes chronic diseases 
amongst some community members living 
in this area. The residents are not aware 

At MNS we live 
in Coal Dust 

 The township of Carolina in the com-
munity of Silobela, Mpumalanga, came 
to a standstill when angry community 
members stopped normal operational 
routines of the mines in the area. All 
people stopped going to work, all taxis 
were stopped from entering the location 
and school buses were turned away from 
transporting learners. Local mines were 
the target of the protest as they were ac-
cused of not employing the local com-
munity members even for jobs that do not 
require qualifications. They do nothing to 
empower the community of Carolina.

Protesters blocked the roads with rocks, 
drums, tree branches and burning tyres 
throughout the day. Businesses/shops were 
closed to prevent damage and looting. 
Appointed communuity delegates  were 
escorted by police to meet with the execu-
tive mayor and representatives from the 
mines. This meeting ended up with no 
results. An angry mob attacked a police 
officiers house, The police reacted with 
great force. Residents had to run for cover 
because the police were attacking anybody 
in their sight.

Protesters block the roads with rocks, drums, tree branches and burning tyres. 
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of the impact the mines in their health 
and the environment or the land they are 
occupying. 

In this area there is no water or sanita-
tion, no electricity and even a proper 
infrastructure such as roads and housing. 
The impact of the mineson the health of 
the people includes, kidney failure, lung 
diseases, TB, Sinuses etc. Some patients 
take medication but they are not getting 
better because they return face the same 
situation again. 

A mine officer of Liquid Mist (MLT) mine 
was confronted and we were told to come 
back again because we didn’t make an ap-
pointment. They also said that we had no 
identification cards and that the manager 
wasn’t around. 

Many problems were identified in that 
mine and more investigations are still to 
be done.

By: Rudolph Sambo

Clewer in Witbank, Emalahleni is a small 
location also known as Kwamthunzi 
Vilakazi. This community has been com-
plaining about the pollution that comes 
from Transalloys mine which is situated 
500 metres away from the community. 
Transalloys produces silicon manganese 
for world markets and is owned by Reno-
va mining industries, a Russian company 
that invested in South Africa.

On 06 September 2015 we met a resident 
of Clewer, Mr. Christopher Nel, a 54 year 
old who was an environmental officer at 
Transalloys for 22 years and has been re-
siding in Witbank for about 28 years. He 
said “ this company is killing us, I know 
the danger of the smoke that comes from 
that company, now they have fabricated 
the medium carbon ferromanganese 
which is dangerous to our health because 
when their pelletizing furnace is not 
working, they release all the smoke into 
the air. They do not get permission to do 
that and the industries are paying us to 
kill us”. 

He continued “proper procedures must be 
followed because sometimes one will think 
there is a mist but it’s the white smoke that 
comes from the furnaces when they burn 
the manganese with other chemicals”.  

According to the Center for Diseases Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC)  (www.cdc.gov/
niosh/topics/welding/), inhaled manga-
nese is a serious danger because it bypasses 
the body’s normal defence mechanism. 
This can lead to lung, liver, kidney and 
central nervous system diseases. The CDC 
says “ Male workers exposed to manganese 
also are in a higher risk of fertility prob-
lems. Prolonged exposure to high manga-
nese concentration in the air may lead to 
parkinsonian syndrome; this disease can 
cause slowness of movement, muscle rigid-
ity and poor balance to humans.” 

We have tried to get Mr. Ephraim the 
environmental officer of Transalloys for 
comment but the security guard told us he 
was highly occupied for the whole month 
and we were given his office number but 
the phone was not answered. 

By: Thabo Ncube

Dangerous 
Smoke at Clewer

The open cast mine, across the road from the community of MSN



Vosman is a semi informal settlement in 
Emalahleni, Nkangala district, Mpuma-
langa, South Africa. This area is sur-
rounded by mines and there is a stream 
and wetlands that intersect the area.This 
area is facing a serous problem with acid 
mine drainage (AMD)  that pollutes the 
stream and the wetlands. The source of the 
AMD is a 750 ha abandoned mine from 
Transvaal Delagoa Bay colliery that was 
not rehabilitated properly.

The area next to the stream is surrounded 
by a white crust effluent that is carried by 
the water and polluting stream. The AMD 
comes in a form of liquid/water from the 
ground to the evaporation ponds next to 
the stream. The impacts of AMD are a 
serious concern because they are not only 
polluting the stream and the wetlands but 
have a big role that it plays to the environ-
ment as a whole. 

The nearby community members are at 
risk because children swim in the acidic 
water without parental supervision or 
knowledge. Livestock drink the acidic 
water from the ponds and the biodiver-
sity is also affected. During rainy seasons 
the water flows heavily and the ground is 
always wet and the crust of acid builds up 
and destroys the plants nearby. During dry 
seasons the acid crust dries up and forms a 

white powder on the ground. 

According to a source (Earthcache) the 
colliery began operating in 1896 and 
closed in 1953 whereby fires during the 
operation began and were controlled. 
However after closure some areas of 
the mine collapsed and subsided which 
resulted in this problem we are  facing of 
acid mine drainage, air pollution and the 
sinkholes. The rehabilitation of the mine 
is beyond the state because the owners of 
the colliery are untraceable.

This is a big problem that will take more 
years to be solved and the stream as well 
as the wetlands, the community and the 
other affected areas will remain polluted 
because of the AMD.
 
This investigation  will continue.

By Susan Moraba

Snow in Mpumalanga Coal Fields  

Mpumalanga 
The Highveld poison 

I prayed for inspiration when writing this 
poem 
Though delayed by capitalists and politi-
cians,
Promising the truth while lies are part of  
long appointments,
Delayed by politicians and opportunists by 
getting bribes,

As high as the poison is above and sur-
rounding us,
We inhale and exhale the poisonous air,
Diagnosed with asthma, TB, to name a few,
I say cheers to all the power stations of  
killers,
Power to the capitalists that keep robbing 
our land,
Sorry for the victims without voices,

As high as Highveld, coal is old and cold,
Digging…digging leaving holes not 
homes,
Taking in clean water, giving out dirty, 
poisoned water,
We drink poisoned water while sell-outs 
buy purified water,
We bath in water like mud sometimes full 
of  chlorine,
Cooking with smelly water like toilet while 
luxury is enjoyed,

Culprits lied and laughed, whilst
Victims of  chronic diseases cried and 
crawled for help,
But what do they get… more poison…
Every second.. Minute..Hour.. Daily and 
yearly
Its poison…poison …poison

 

Susan Moraba

The Higveld Coal fields : is this an early snowfall ?                          Photo Susan Moraba



This is about an abandoned 
mine in an area called Coro-
nation, where people live. 
The mine is no longer op-
erating and people should 
know about the dangers and 
impacts of living next to an 
abandoned mine.

During my site visit to Coronation I saw 
a coal field which is now an abandoned 
mine. There are sinkholes in this area 
and the community’s houses are close 
to the sinkholes which is even more 
dangerous to them. The area is also a 
pathway for the people to the nearby 
town and to work.The resident  dig the 
dirty coal for use in their household. 
The fumes from this burnt coal is a  
danger to them.Women who dig the 
coal take their children with them. This 
is a danger to the children’s health.

The community living in this area has 
also been abandoned .They are abanon-
ded by the local  municipality. They do 

not have proper houses, roads and sanita-
tion. The people live on illegal connec-
tions of water supply and electricity. The 
community of Coronation is surrounded 
by a large open  land which is not useful 
and no longer rich or fertile enough to use 
because the soil is full of sinkholes and is 
burning underneath. Many in the comm-
munity suffer from sinus and respiratory 
problems and complain about headaches.

As I walked through the area i spotted 
many big sink holes just 500 and 800 me-
tres away from where people lived. Some 
sinkholes were still  burning underneath 
and smoke could  be seen. The air is full of 
the smell of coal burning.

Just about 100 metres from the sinkholes 
there is a stream coming from the ground.
The stream flows to a pond where there is 
no life in it. The water tastes acidic and has 
a strong smell.

A community member who did not give 
his name said ‘the municipality refuses 
to provide us a proper infrastructure and 
sanitation because the area is full of sink-

Coronation, living in coal sinkholes  

Mpumalanga 

The Abanonded Coronation community set on sink holes                        

holes but there is nothing they are doing 
about it’.

People who live next to the abandoned 
mines have to be moved and the land must 
be rehabilitated so that people can farm 
and live safely nearby. 

We must do more research on why the 
land has been abandoned and by whom 
and the authorities must make these com-
panies pay the cost of rehabilitation.

By: Collen Jolobe  and Tshepo Ncube

  



In the days of apartheid, the government moved people 
using force. In the days of democracy they do it with 
promises. 

This is the story of Maditlhokwa located in Marikana not 
far from the site where 34 workers were massacred be-
cause they were angry with false promises. 

 “When we were relocated we had high hopes as we 
thought we will be moved to proper houses, with running 
water, electricity and sanitation but we were dumped into 
shacks with VIP toilets and dirty water” said Mrs Elsie Blye 
a 51 year old female who was relocated by Tharisa Miner-
als from the community of Maditlhokwa 

The people of Maditlhokwa  were largely 
workers on white farms. The white farm-
ers built them houses and over the many 
decades they formed a community. They 
had their own garden, a school was built. It 
is where they also had their graveyards.
In 2009 they heard of discussions between 
the mines, local government leaders and 
the white farmers.The white farmers sold 
their farms for large amounts of money. 
The people got confused reports from the 
councillors who represented them.They 
accepted the promise that they would be 
relocated to a good living area better than 
where they were living. 

Tharisaa is a European owned mine, with a 26% BEE 
ownership. We are not sure who these owners are.
The people are angry with their new living conditions, 
they are frustrated because even after many protests their 
situation remains the same.

There is always dust
The relocated community live in poorly built two room zinc 
shacks.The shacks are regulalry flooded during rainy sea-
sons. There is always dust whether it’s windy or not due 
to the open cast mine located about 500 meters from the 
community. Many residents  complain of having respiratory 
problems which they never did before the mine. “ We are 
forever coughing, one does know if its TB or what due to 
the dust in this place”, one the residents told me.

The Soil Eats Up Our Plants
They were promissed space for gardens but Tharisa cov-
ered the clay soil in the area with nitrate which destroys 

any vegetation. Mrs 
Elsie Byle said “unlike 
the old Maditlhokwa 
where we farmed 
because the soil was 
fertile, the soil here 
eats up our plants so 
we have to go to the 
bush to get clay soil 
just so that we may 
have plants in our 
yards. “

Fear 
People are scared to 
talk openly. I asked 

one women if I could take her picture.She was very reluc-
tant. She said “Won’t Tharisa evict us as they might feel 
that we are exposing them when they see me on pictures, 
in addition to the fact that I am known to be active as 
I have been part of the CPF they might say that am too 
forwad.”

Rustenburg          Bua Mining Communities

Madilithoka, before mining relocation       Photo Bua MC Madilithoka,after mining relocation    Photo Bua MC

Maditlhokwa

“ We have a sad story to tell” 
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A Sad Story 
The people who were dumped in this site have a sad story 
to tell. I met up with a 54 year old women who was born 
as a resident of Maditlhokwa. I met her at her home in the 
new Maditlhokwa. She was busy brewing African beer. She 
told me that both her parents were farm workers employed 
by a farmer called Rasotho Smith who later passed away 
and the farm was inherited by his son Jan Smith. They 
lived in a 3 roomed farm house. “Jan sold off and just left 
and we were later in-
formed that we will be 
relocated and prom-
ised that the mine 
will take care of us. 
However we were just 
grabbed as parcels 
and most of us lost 
our furniture during 
the process. I am not 
sure if the place they 
moved us to was even 
surveyed as a good 
place for us to live. 
We face a challenge 
of rain water over-
flowing into our shacks were we were just dumped in” said 
Violet with a very sad and angry face. 

They Are Breaking down our Community
“I remember home at times, I remember my forefathers I 
become sad whenever I pass by the area which used to be  
our graveyard from where our ancestors were exhumed 
and relocated to a new place for R10 000. They promised 
that they will erect headstones but have not done so. This  
community relocation has affected us deeply even in our 
minds as the promises made were never met by the com-
pany. This is breaking down our community.Our children 
are rebelling out of control and many young people are 
taking drugs and are becoming dependent on alcohol” said 
Violet Jonas.

Graveyard - Exhhumed and Relocated      Photo Bua MC

Water Shortages
The community is divided into 4 sections and each section 
has 2 tankers which are connected to boreholes, the com-
munity experiences water shortages and the quality of the 
water is questionable. 

Patrick Moreki a 52 year old male and Violet Jonas were 
employed by Tharisa Minerals to take water samples of the 
community’s stream, borehole and taps. They took samples 

and send them to Pretoria for lab testing. 
What they found as shocking was the fact 
that they were never shown the water re-
sults, they would just send the samples and 
submit their invoices. Patrick said “When 
we questioned management about the re-
sults we were never answered”. What they 
know is that the water is salty, has tadpoles 
at times and alkali which leaves utensils 
they use for water with cement like min-
eral. “We were accused by the community 
that we know that the water is contaminat-
ed because it’s our work to take samples” 
said Violet Byle, they both lost their jobs 
and were not given any explanation as to 
why there were replaced rather were taken 

from pillar to post by Tharisa management. 

No Future Development is Possible Here 
Alex Salang  who is part of the BUA community monitors 
and a resident of Maditlhokwa says that his  community 
must be relocated to a place that is suitable for living. 
“This area is just across the road form a very busy mine. 
No future development for people is possible here. Tharisa 
blasts on a daily basis. We have to be moved to a place 
where they will have access to basic service delivery.Our 
community requires justice.” 

By Olebogeng Motene

 

Poor Quality Water 



A proper sanitation system is about Justice and respect for the 
people. The people of ikemeleng talk about smelly and unsafe 
toilet conditions.

The North West  Province which is one of the biggest platinum 
mining areas in the world, is also an  area with the biggest 
sanitation problem in South Africa. Townships and villages 
in North West are experiencing an unbearable smell due to 
problems of sanitation. Some places experience overflowing 
of sewages while some, especially in mining communities of 
Rustenburg, do not have sanitation nor a sewage system.

Our community of Ikemeleng is also a victim. We daily smell 
the problem of sanitation or the absence of a sewage system. 
Ikemeleng is a mining community in Kroondal  about 7km 
outside Rustenburg CBD. Around us we have five big min-
ing houses, Aqpsa, Samancor, Lanxess, Glencore Xstrata and 
Anglo American Platinum.  We have a a constant influx of  
tenants who are job seekers and also mine workers. 

When you walk or drive through Ikemeleng you will be 
greeted by animals roaming the streets, a train of shacks for 
tenants, dirty water running on the streets, kids picking waste 
at dumping sites, and an  unbearable smell from dirty water on 
the streets. You will see orange bucket toilets on every street 
corner of the New Stand section. From this comes a bad smell. 
Sometimes you may see a truck draining the bucket toilet.The 
community is very upset with this bucket toilet  system . 

The AQPSA mine in Kroondal  was responsible for moving 
people from one section of Ikemeleng to another because they 
needed the land for mining. They provided them with bucket 
toilets which the community found very difficut to use. They 
are now promising the community 240 VIP toilets which ac-
cording to Kgetsi ya tsie, our organisation, does not solve the 
problem. 

VIP toilets are usually pit toilets which are built with better 
quality materials and a ventilation system. 

We spoke with people in the community  about the current 
system and wether they would be happy with the VIP toilets 
promised by AQPSA and this is what they told us.

Sebongile Dlamini is a 30 year old women. She is 

unemployed
“The conditions of our toilets are disgusting, the smell arising is 
unbearable and worms are roaming in the bucket. We are facing 
a serious problem due to this bucket system toilet. The toilets are 
placed on streets corners. We can’t even feel free to have privacy 
especially we ladies. VIP toilets are not a solution, we will still ex-
perience the bad smell and dirty water running every street of the 
community.A proper running sanitation is the solution, because it 
will bring back our dignity and respect our privacy.”

Joseph Modise is a 55 years old man, he is umem-
ployed .
“The conditions of the toilest are not good for our health because  
of the bad smell and the toilet is very hot during summer time 
and we experience the worms running in the bucket.The VIP 
toilets are not a solution because we will still experience the dirty 
water running on the streets of our community.”

An elderly man of 69 years preferred not to give us his 
name. He is a mine worker.
The toilets are misplaced and are causing an unbearable smell, be-
cause one must be shared by five families and their tenants. They 
became full very fast and not maintained regularly.The VIP toilet 
will never solve or make a change. AQPSA mine fails to maintain 
the current bucketsystem toilet.The solution will be a running 
sanitation plan in our community and this can create job oppor-
tunities for the entire community.

Nicolas Sibisi is 23 years old unemployed youth.
“The conditions of the toilets are very bad because during sum-
mer the smell arising from the basket toilet is unbearable and we 
experience worms roaming and  the toilets are very hot inside. 
The VIP is a bad solution.We need proper Sanitation to avoid 
the bad smells and dirty water running every street corner of our 
community.”

A young woman who preferred to remain anonymous. 
She is  pregnant and unemployed
“The conditions of the toilet are disgusting with bad smell and 
worms roaming the bucket bin. During summer we can’t use the 
toilet due to unbearable smell. It causes skin rash. Especially to 
me as a pregnant woman, I don’t use the toilet during the day 
because its hot..

Rustenburg          Bua Mining Communities

Ikemeleng
Our Toilets Take Away Our Privacy and Dignity 
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The VIP toilets are as bad as  the pit toilets which we built our 
ourselves. Both will never change the situation. The water run-
ning the streets are problem too. The best solution will be a 
proper water and sanitation”

Koagile Olefile is an unemployed youth. He is 23 years 
old.
“The conditions of the toilet during summer time is very bad 
because the toilet is hot and there are a lot of worms. The toilet 
are  shared by more than five families and their tenants. VIP 
toilets is not a good solution because we are still gonna experience 
the unbearable smell and dirty water running the street.A proper 
sanitation is the only solution to the entire community, and will 
clean the dirty water running the street.” 

Dille Mongaula a mother and a mine employee 
“We should accept the VIP toilet system as it will stop the dirty 
water on every street corner. The current bucket system is very 
risky and the smell arising is bad. “

We spoke to a  young mine worker. He preferred to remain 
anonymous
Bucket toilets are disgusting because of the worms during sum-
mer and the arising smell is unbearable.
But the VIP toilets are not a solution. We will still experience the 
bad smell and dirty water running every street of the community. 
The only solution is proper sanitation and it will clean the dirty 
smelling water.

An unemployed young women who did not give her 
name. 
The bucket toilet is unstable, unhealthy and unsafe. The VIP toilet 
may be  good, because it is not the same as the toilet i’m using 
currently that will make things better than the current situation. 
The solution is sanitation first, if not VIP toilet will be good be-
cause is a better solution compared to the bucket system.

Joyce Lebelo us mother who is unemployed.
I have my own pit toilet, now its full and the challenge is that you 
have to keep shifting the toilet when its full like currently now I’m  
m building a new better safe toilet.
VIP  toilets are not a solution, the toilets are not even enough. if 
they keep going for VIP I dont want it in my yard, I will use my 
pit toilet. How could they provide toilets without sanitation.it has 
to be proper sanitation planning before the toilet or else we, as a 
community should not allow that happen .toilets and the running 
of the dirty water on the streets.

Susan  is  a mother who is 56 years old. 
The toilets are smelling very bad because if you could use the 
toilet during the day, you will come out smelling the  same as the 
toilet. During the summer the toilets are roaming with worms. 
Just imagine the risk to women  because we using such unhealthy 
toilets
The ones they want to introduces are not a solution because 
firstly no one will allow the sewage to be built in their yards.The 
solution is sanitation because already we have a running water. 
Sanitation will never be a problem and will no longer experience 
dirty water that are running every corner street.

A granny in the community. 
The toilet I’m using is disgusting and unsafe because its misplaced 
on street and the arising smell is unbearable especially now in 
summer. I’m suffering to get myself out of the toilet after using it 
because its smelling bad.The VIP toilet can be a solution because 
are same as the old toilets we built ourselves.

Kgetsi ya tsie believes that sanitation is a basic right. 

It is about respect for people  and a healthy life style. Sanitation 
is about privacy and the dignity of the entire society. The AQPSA 
plan will fail because they plan for 240 toilets when the commu-
nity increased in numbers. They will not solve the problem that 
3 or more families will still use one toilet. People are very doubt-
ful that AQPSA which has failed to main the current toilet will 
maintain the new toilets.  We need a permanent sanitation system 
in Ikemleng not a temporary system.

By Buti  Botopela  and Steven Ramokhula



In our last report, the Kanana Justice 
and Peace group wrote on the prob-
lem of Tuberculosis (TB) in Kanana. 
We said that the Department of 
Health launched a big screening cam-
paign. This meeting was attended by 
Cyril Ramaphosa, the Deputy Presi-
dent, who confirmed that Kanana 
was a high TB area. In our view our 
high TB rate is directly linked to the 
gold mines next to where we live.The 
government is not prepared to say 
this in public.

Our group is continuing to monitor 
this TB in Kanana. These are our 
recent interviews.

We know that the screening by the 
health department  is continuing. 
According to a sixty five year old 
and professional nurse at the Ma-
mosa Home Based Care, Sister Anna 
Seithati, “Screening of TB patients 
is also made to people who cough 
for more than two weeks and their 
immediate family members are 
screened”. However the Health de-
partment does not keep us informed 
as a community, they have not re-
ported what they have found in their 
screening campaign.

An activist and community leader of 
Kanana Mr. Moeketsi Tjeku said in 
a meeting organised by Justice and 
Peace on the 24th of September, 
“The mines are causing TB and need 
to take responsibility by assisting 

government in curing the TB patients 
and addressing the problem of drug 
shortages for TB patients. Our youth 
got arrested by the police when they 
demanded to be employed by the 
mines, we are not getting what we 
want, instead we are told to visit the 
clinics for TB screening” Moeketsi 
Tjeku added. 

The Justice and Peace is also frus-
trated. We do not get the coorporation 
of the the trade unions in the mines. 
Joe Mashilo a Justice and Peace group 
coordinator said “ The Tau Lekoa 
mine union representative has taken 
us from pilar to post when asked to 
respond to our questionnaires which 
was intended for the workers and the 
union representatives”.

In the meantime we continue to get 
stories of pain and hardshop by TB 
sufferers. According a 58 year old  for-
mer employee of the Anglo gold mine, 
Mr. M Mosia, who worked for 28 years 
at the mine, “I am at home and sick 
because I got ill while working and my 
employers told me that I am unfit to 
work. At the public clinic I explained 
that I have a breathing problem and 
they sent me to Tshepong hospital 
where I was told I have TB. On my 
exit at the mine, I was told to come 
back after two years because the 
mine hospital couldn’t find TB when 
examined. What took me by surprise is 
when the public hospital revealed that 
I have TB. I am waiting to feel much 

better and go back to the mine as they 
said” 

A 28 year old  nursing staff member 
soon to become a professional nurse 
working in TB rooms in Kanana, said 
“ TB statistics are high in Kanana 
amongst children, youth and adults. 
Ex mining workers are not only from 
Klerksdorp gold mines, others came 
home from the Free State, Carltonville 
and Rustenburg mines,  due to illness.” 

The care givers at the Mamosa Home 
Basef Care, who are part of the man-
agement committee in their organisa-
tion, had this to say when asked about 
their day to day challenges of treating 
the TB patients, “Some patients don’t 
have food, if it’s available, it is not 
nutritious to enable them to recover 
to the better. Because patients are 
subjected to long queues at the clinic 
they end up defaulting treatment that 
is why our care givers trace them and 
get them back to treatment”. 

 We were unable to get comment 
from officials at the MDR TB section in 
Tshepong hospital. However we met 
a TB patient, Nathaniel Mashiya had 
been a the MDR ward for five months, 
He said MDR TB is a  bad and painful 
reality. He confirmed that many people 
from Kanana came in and out of the 
ward.  

The community monitors in Klerksdorp 
want the government to address the 
shortage of essential drugs in clinics. 
We demand to know from government 
what has happened since the screen-
ing of TB patient in March.  We de-
mand that the mines take responsibil-
ity for the problem they are creating in 
their work place.They should also take 
repsonsilbility for what is happening 
in the community. Poor economic and 
social conditions are the main reason 
behind the spread of TB. The Mining 
Corporations have the resources.They 
must solve theproblems.
 
Mahadio Mohapi, Lebohang Maitsile, 
Solly Moleme and Jo Mashilo

TB and Mining in Kanana : 
We are Frustrated with Gover-
ment and the Mines

Klerksdorp                      Justice and Peace Group

The Tau Lekoa Mine, in Kanana                                                                 Photo Bench Marks 
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The Wetlands 

Thandi Ngcanga Diary 
Notes

I started my interviews with Mr. Molete 
who started living at Belina since his 
early twenties up until now. He is in 
his fifties.This is what he said

 “I am living here with my family of 
four kids, of which two of them also 
have their own kids, and my wife” said 
Mr. Molete.“The wetland has been the 
issue since I got here, people were 
complaining about the horrible smell 
which comes out at any time of the 
day. When it rains the smell becomes 
more extreme even so when the tem-
perature is hot. Pepole want it to be 
closed.  We have kids that like playing 
around and sometimes we find them 
in the same dirty toxic wetland playing 
and they develop skin rash by getting 
in this water.”
Mr Molete talked about the food “The 

food that we eat sometimes is not ed-
ible because of the smell. Some of its 
related illnesses are diarrhoea and skin 
rash. The water that we drink is not 
healthy and we don’t know what to do 
or who to report to so that we may get 
help.The Sigma coal mine is controlling 
everything even the government” says 
the angry Mr. Molete.

I next talked to a “herd boy”, a young 
man  named Mhlongo.  He said `”Even 

the cattle get sick some,are dying after 
drinking water from this wetland. It’s 
painful to see my cattle dying and I 
cannot do anything about my loss. 
Even my boss is working for this Sigma 
company so he also does not  want 
this wetland but he is  scared to lose 
his job. This wetland must be rehabili-
tated and we don’t know whether this 
is a municipal problem or the Sigma 
mine’s problem.We just want to report 
to a relevant place”.  

On the second visit we took  water 
samples for testing. The tap water 
from the local area was the same as 
that from the wetland in ph readings.
But the wetland was also tested on 
Total Dissolved Solids at 547ppm.  We 
are still not sure what is contained in 
those suspended solids. 

Sewer pipes run across the wetlands. 
The pipes have become clogged. 
Rather than clear the clogging, the 
municipality has opened up a stream 
into the wetland waters, already heav-

Sasolburg Coal Mining and Wetlands 

“It is contaminated, even the cattle get sick” 
It has been more than two months since we, the Vaal Community monitors, developed our research 
in Sasolburg. We investigated the impacts of Sasol coal operations situated next to communities of 
Belina, Middville, Lusaka and Zamdela. We spent time observing the wetland. We tested the water, 
we talked to the young man who looked after cattle and residents who live around the wetlands

Our team talked with local residents about air and dust pollution and how it affected their health. We 
present our diary notes here as an update on our investigation.

Sewage pipes overflow into the wet-
lands



Rhona Riet and Moleboheng 
Mathafeng have been following the 
impacts of air pollution in the area and 
this is what they came up with.

A VEJA report in 2007 said that the 
area of Sasolburg has been victim to 
SASOL air pollution since the 1950’s.
The communities exposed to these 
chemicals suffer from a range of res-
piratory, skin and eye problems. From 
our expeience we know that a large 
number of people suffer from asthma , 
eye irritations, sinus, skin and respira-
tory problems.

As residents of Zamdela ourselves we 
are also affected by these industries 
as we all know that our ambient air is 
dirty. 

We did door to door interviews with 
residents to understand how they felt 
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ily polluted with mine effluent.

Bench Marks researcher David Van 
Wyk  said that it may be possible that 
Sasol who owns the coal mine en-
courages the flow of sewage into the 
wetland because it would weaken the 
heavy chemicals that flow from the 
mine dumps into the wetlands.

We tried to speak with the local 

municipality. We wanted to ask them 
to explain why they allowed the mine 
to pollute the wetlands and why they 
allowed sewage to flow into the wet-
lands. 
The officials in charge were not avail-
able. We are still t rying to get an 
appointment with the SASOl manage-
ment. 

or what they understand about the 
air pollution. We found that most of 
them they are well aware of the air 
pollution. Here are the notes from our 
interviews.

Rhona Riet’s diary notes 

I met the lady outside she was clean-
ing her yard. It was around 9am. I 
asked her “Mam can I ask you a few 
questions about our dirty air in Zam-
dela” She smiled and dropped what 
she was doing and said ‘yes lets go 
inside’, 
. 
We walked into her house and she of-
fered me a chair. She told me “ke nna 
Mrs Puleng Thabane and our street 
name is Pelo Ya Phofu street 1288 
Zamdela Sasolburg” 

I asked her of how long has she 
been living in Zamdela she tells me “I 
arrived here in 1981 and since I got 
here I became sick, every Monday I 
would go to the doctor for different 
reasons.If it was not rash around my 
eyes then it would be sinus and or di-
arrhoea. Up to now I am still suffering 
from these illness and in my family 
we are all wearing glasses as we are 
affected by the air pollution. We lost 
two family members due to the dirty 
air.They had tuberculosis. And as you 
can see our roofing its made out of 
asbestos which is now very old. Our 
houses were built during the 1960’s 
and contributing to our bad health. 
These houses are starting to crack 
and its very cold in here.Most people 
suffer from arthritis due to the cold” 
said Mme Puleng  who looked very 
upset as she talked.
“Our children are being born with 
pneumonia, asthma and eye infec-
tions. But it really gets better when 
it rains as it was raining yesterday 
we feel less sick even our air it smell 
fresh but it’s quite a challenge during 
hot days because you can smell the 
chemicals coming from SASOLFIRM 
and it worries me a lot because at 
SASOLFIRM  they don’t take full 
responsibilities to see how we as 
Zamdela residents are affected or for 
them to have the decency to change 
our roofing” she said.  
            
A s I did further research I met a 
group of youth in Zamdela and I 
asked them “how do you guys feel 

about air pollution?” They asked me 
“what can we do because we are look-
ing for a better living, we need jobs”.  
And that’s how our debate started.
They told me “we need money any 
way we are sick so we might as well 
go for the industry which is killing 
our family and friends”. As I persisted 
“how are you guys affected, let’s not 
focus on the money issue” they started 
to open up.

The first guy 
“I am Thabo  And I moved to Zam-
dela in 1992 I was in Gr.4 and since I 
moved here I have experienced illness.
The flu we are having is very different 
from other towns and I am suffering 
from sinus and asthma and I have a 
skin infection.

Second guy 
“I am Teboho.  I moved to Zamdela 
in 1997 and I am suffering from sinus 
and now that it is spring season my life 
is hell, it gets worse because trees are 
blooming.In 2010 I suffered a lot I had 
a hectic headache and the doctors told 
me it’s the sinus causing  the head-
ache. I had blood clot so I had to have 
an operation in my head to release the 
blood though I’m still suffering from 
sinus but its better.

Young Woman
I also met with a young woman who 
works near Zamdela taxi rank which 
is not far from  Sasolfirm and she said 
“One morning it was around winter 
season 09:00 am there was a leakage 
in Sasolfirm and we were told by one 
of the employees that it is amonia. The 
leakage lasted for 3 hours.I could not 
breath well and the doctor gave me 
a pill to calm me down and my friend 
suffers from asthma she was out of 
breath. Luckily she had her pump with 
her. I can’t believe we nearly died and 
I can’t forget that day.It still feels like 
yesterday as I’m telling you about my 
experiences” .        

Molebohengs Diary Notes

We spoke to people in the location 
called Lusaka in Zamdela. 

Mama Molly 
“I don’t know how these people think 
we are coping about this dust. Our 
children are not safe we are even 

Air and Dust Pollution 

Thandi interviews the “herd boy  Photo 
VEJA
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afraid to speak about how we are 
affected as the community of Lusaka 
I recently found out that I have TB, 
I also have arthritis but I don’t even 
know how many sicknesses I have in 
my body. Some of us are afraid to say 
anything to anyone because most of 
us in this area are sick with different 
sicknesses. I am very pleased to be 
talking to you girls. Even our children 
are suffering from eye problems, si-
nuses and chest pains.  

Mr Mzamo
Most of the people are treated for 
TB. I also myself have TB and I did 
not know that I was sick until I had a 
cough for 3 weeks. I thought it was 
just flu. I went to the clinic to find out 
what was wrong with me.They said I 
had TB. I did not know what to say. 
This was the worse thing that ever 
happened in my life. It feels painful 
how people can be so ignorant with 
other people’s lives and now I have 
to go after everu 15 days to collect 
my medication. Yet I don’t even have 
money to go and see the doctor and 
the treatment is for 9 months. Our 
people need to be protected 

Workers in the Mine 

Victoria Riet Diary Notes 

I spoke to ex-workers in the SIGMA 
mine  They were more concerned  
more about their dismissal than about 
their health.

I interviewed a gentleman by the 
name Mr. Mulambo 

“I started working at SIGMA mine in 
1976 until the year 1998, and went on 
sick  leave. When I returned to work 
I was told that I no longer have the 
job. I was gibven  no valid reasons, no 
warnings or anything so ever. Years 
later I got a job at the same mine 
but i was now contracted  for another 
company called Triangle.” 

In 2013 this company dissmissed the 
workers for no reason He went to the  
Labor Department for help. He was 
then sent to Johannesburg to  a place 
where they only deal with chemicals 
and mines. He got no help here.  

He has been up and down from 2013 
till currently.He owns a  hair dressing 
salon at the location of Zamdela to 
make a living.

There are a lot of other ex-workers 
that he used to work with  who have 
been in this battle up until this day 

SIGMA mine does not exist anymore 
and there is no information about 
them as ex-workers on the mining 
computer.      



If we see a problem we 
mappitt! 
Community monitors have set up a digital map to record 
their observations in their local community and to share it 
on the internet 

The map is an internet application designed by Ushahidi, 
a Kenyan organisation. The application allows monitors 
to post a short report on an internet map. For example a 
monitor observes mine trucks using an untarred village 
street, creating dust clouds, which get into the houses 
of the residents. Using a smart phone the monitor can 
then make a post on the internet map showing the exact 
location of the street and the village. The Monitor can 
also insert photographs showing the trucks and dust. This 
posting on the internet is available to the public across the 
country and world.

Postings by Monitors from Rustenburg and Mpumalanga 
can be seen at https://communitymonitors.crowdmap.
com/

In 2016 digital mapping will become a key activity of the 
monitors school. Local groups will be trained to make reg-
ular postings of problems in their areas. They will explore 
ways they can use the map for community action.

Action Voices Magazine 

This is a production of the Bench Marks Foundation  Com-
munity Monitors School. 
Stories published in the magazine are written by community 
monitors in the different areas where the school operates. 
The stories are selected and edited by the Facilitators. 

The 2015 Facilitation Team

Olebogeng Motene: Rustenburg Facilitator
Susan Boledi:  Mpumalanga Facilitator
Meshack Mbangula: Ekurhuleni Facilitator 
Mduduzi Tshabalalla: Vaal Facilitator 
Sobantu Mzwakali: Welkom Facilitator
Sabatini Motloung: Social Media Coordinator

Contact: 

Email : communmonitors@gmail.com

Telephone  : Simo Gumede (Bench Marks Foundation) : 
        27-11-8321743

Website: www.communitymonitors.net

Join our Network 
If you wish to stay in contact with the community monitors  please send your email address to  

communmonitors@gmail.com
Join our Whatsapp group and receive regular text, photos and our WhatsApp Radio Bulletins direct to 

your cell phone. Send your whatsapp enabled mobile number to  communmonitors@gmail.com


